
A Court of Frost and Starlight (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 4)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

A tender addition to the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by Sarah J. Maas, bridging the events of A Court of Wings

and Ruin and upcoming books.

Feyre, Rhysand, and their friends are still busy rebuilding the Night Court and the vastly altered world beyond, recovering from the war that changed everything.

But Winter Solstice is finally approaching, and with it, the joy of a hard-earned reprieve.

Yet even the festive atmosphere can't keep the shadows of the past from looming. As Feyre navigates her first Winter Solstice as High Lady, her concern for

those dearest to her deepens. They have more wounds than she anticipated-scars that will have a far-reaching impact on the future of their court.

Bridging the events of A Court of Wings and Ruin with the later books in the series, A Court of Frost and Starlight explores the far-reaching effects of a

devastating war and the fierce love between friends.

A Court of Thorns and Roses

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas.

When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she

knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world.

At least, he's not a beast all the time.

As she adapts to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told

about the beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way

to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever.

From bestselling author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie lore into an unforgettable read.

A Court of Wings and Ruin (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 3)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The epic third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by Sarah J. Maas.

Feyre has returned to the Spring Court, determined to gather information on Tamlin's actions and learn what she can about the invading king threatening to bring

her land to its knees. But to do so she must play a deadly game of deceit. One slip could bring doom not only for Feyre, but for everything-and everyone-she

holds dear.

As war bears down upon them all, Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle to master her powers-both

magical and political-and her love for her court and family. Amidst these struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide whom to trust amongst the cunning and lethal

High Lords, and hunt for allies in unexpected places.

In this thrilling third book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from Sarah J. Maas, the fate of Feyre's world is at stake as armies grapple for power over

the one thing that could destroy it.

A Court of Mist and Fury (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 2)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

Feyre survived Amarantha's clutches to return to the Spring Court – but at a steep cost. Though she now possesses the powers of the High Fae, her heart

remains human, and it can't forget the terrible deeds she performed to save Tamlin's people.

Nor has Feyre forgotten her bargain with Rhysand, the mesmerising High Lord of the feared Night Court. As Feyre navigates his dark web of political games and

tantalising promises, a greater evil looms – and she might be key to stopping it. But only if she can step into her growing power, heal her fractured soul and have

the courage to shape her own future – and the future of a world cloven in two.

Sarah J. Maas is a global #1 bestselling author. Her books have sold more than nine million copies and been translated into 37 languages. Discover the sweeping

romantic fantasy for yourself.



A Court of Silver Flames (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 5)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

Sarah J. Maas's sexy, richly imagined series continues with the journey of Feyre's fiery sister, Nesta.

Nesta Archeron has always been prickly-proud, swift to anger, and slow to forgive. And ever since being forced into the Cauldron and becoming High Fae against

her will, she's struggled to find a place for herself within the strange, deadly world she inhabits. Worse, she can't seem to move past the horrors of the war with

Hybern and all she lost in it.

The one person who ignites her temper more than any other is Cassian, the battle-scarred warrior whose position in Rhysand and Feyre's Night Court keeps him

constantly in Nesta's orbit. But her temper isn't the only thing Cassian ignites. The fire between them is undeniable, and only burns hotter as they are forced into

close quarters with each other.

Meanwhile, the treacherous human queens who returned to the Continent during the last war have forged a dangerous new alliance, threatening the fragile peace

that has settled over the realms. And the key to halting them might very well rely on Cassian and Nesta facing their haunting pasts.

Against the sweeping backdrop of a world seared by war and plagued with uncertainty, Nesta and Cassian battle monsters from within and without as they search

for acceptance-and healing-in each other's arms.

Darkest Moon (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

I’m supposed to be the Alpha's mate. Screw that.

Since I was born, I was destined to be one thing—the Alpha’s Mate. It should be every girl’s dream. Not mine, though. He’s too dark and damaged, and I’ve got a

secret he can never know: I’m not a true wolf.

Instead of waiting for him to figure out I’m an abomination, I left on my fifteenth birthday. But I didn’t go far. No way in hell would I let fate drive me from the town I

love.

Ten years later, I’m still hiding in plain sight. When I occasionally see him on the street—deadly, sexy, powerful--I just walk by. Keep my head down.

Until that night. Wrong place, wrong time, and suddenly I’m accused of murdering someone from my old pack. And he’s there. Blaming me. I’ve got one chance to

prove my innocence and find the real killer, or I'm dead by shifter law.

Fortunately, the Alpha doesn't recognize me because I'm no longer the same ugly duckling. He senses I'm special though, and he won’t stop until he figures out

the truth. But when he does, I’ll be in danger from more than just the murderer.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Author: J.K. Rowling

Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger and a snake surrounding a large

letter 'H'.

Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish

parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man

called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An

incredible adventure is about to begin!

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

The Poppy War: A Novel

Author: R. F. Kuang

“I have no doubt this will end up being the best fantasy debut of the year [...] I have absolutely no doubt that [Kuang’s] name will be up there with the

likes of Robin Hobb and N.K. Jemisin.” -- Booknest



A Library Journal, Paste Magazine, Vulture, BookBub, and ENTROPY Best Books of 2018 pick!

Washington Post "5 Best Science Fiction and Fantasy Novel of 2018" pick!

A Bustle "30 Best Fiction Books of 2018" pick!

A brilliantly imaginative talent makes her exciting debut with this epic historical military fantasy, inspired by the bloody history of China’s twentieth century and

filled with treachery and magic, in the tradition of Ken Liu’s Grace of Kings and N.K. Jemisin’s Inheritance Trilogy.

When Rin aced the Keju—the Empire-wide test to find the most talented youth to learn at the Academies—it was a shock to everyone: to the test officials, who

couldn’t believe a war orphan from Rooster Province could pass without cheating; to Rin’s guardians, who believed they’d finally be able to marry her off and

further their criminal enterprise; and to Rin herself, who realized she was finally free of the servitude and despair that had made up her daily existence. That she

got into Sinegard—the most elite military school in Nikan—was even more surprising.

But surprises aren’t always good.

Because being a dark-skinned peasant girl from the south is not an easy thing at Sinegard. Targeted from the outset by rival classmates for her color, poverty,

and gender, Rin discovers she possesses a lethal, unearthly power—an aptitude for the nearly-mythical art of shamanism. Exploring the depths of her gift with the

help of a seemingly insane teacher and psychoactive substances, Rin learns that gods long thought dead are very much alive—and that mastering control over

those powers could mean more than just surviving school.

For while the Nikara Empire is at peace, the Federation of Mugen still lurks across a narrow sea. The militarily advanced Federation occupied Nikan for decades

after the First Poppy War, and only barely lost the continent in the Second. And while most of the people are complacent to go about their lives, a few are aware

that a Third Poppy War is just a spark away . . .

Rin’s shamanic powers may be the only way to save her people. But as she finds out more about the god that has chosen her, the vengeful Phoenix, she fears

that winning the war may cost her humanity . . . and that it may already be too late.

Rejected (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire Kindle Store.

A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller Jaymin Eve.

My father made a terrible mistake. One I’m left paying for.

As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader, I’m labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt.

When I can't take pack life any longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag. Torin, the leader’s son, drags me back before my first shift...

a shift that will reveal my true mate. I never could have predicted who mine would be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I’m filled with hope for a brighter

future.

Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right?

Wrong. Very wrong.

When the wolves attack, my soul screams for vengeance, and somehow I touch the shadow world. Somehow I bring him to our lands.

The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself.

Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning.

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

Rejected is full length (100k) words, is book one in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and

sexual situations.

Heroes: The Greek Myths Reimagined (Stephen Fry's Greek Myths Book 2)

Author: Stephen Fry

In this sequel to the bestselling Mythos, legendary author and actor Stephen Fry moves from the exploits of the Olympian gods to the deeds of mortal 

heroes. 

 

Perseus. Jason. Atalanta. Theseus. Heracles. Rediscover the thrills, grandeur, and unabashed fun of the Greek myths. Whether recounting a tender love affair 

or a heroic triumph, Fry deftly finds resonance with our own modern minds and hearts.



 

Illustrated throughout with classical art inspired by the myths, this gorgeous volume invites you to explore a captivating world with a brilliant storyteller as your

guide. 

 

• Each adventure is infused with Fry's distinctive voice and writing style. 

• Connoisseurs of the Greek myths will appreciate this fresh-yet-reverential interpretation, while newcomers will feel welcome. 

• Retellings brim with humor and emotion. 

 

"Mostly Chiron saw in the child, and the young man he became, boundless courage, athleticism, intelligence, and ambition. He saw too lots of words

beginning with 'self,' which gave him pause. Self-belief, self-possession, self-righteousness, self-confidence, self-love. Perhaps these characteristics

are as necessary to a hero as courage." 

 

In Heroes, Fry draws out the humor and pathos in both tender love affairs and heroic battles, and reveals each myth's relevance for our own time. 

 

• A collector's edition filled with classical art inspired by the myths and a luxe, foil-stamped jacket 

• Perfect gift for mythology and history buffs, lovers of ancient Greece, art aficionados, and devoted fans of Stephen Fry 

• Add it to the shelf with books like Circe by Madeline Miller, Norse Mythology by Neil Gaiman, and Mythology: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes by Edith

Hamilton

Reclaimed (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 2)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire kindle store!

They all made a terrible mistake. One they will pay for.

For the past ten years I’ve been a victim. A victim to my pack. A victim to my true mate, who rejected me in the most brutal of ways. And a victim to Shadow

Beast, who used me for his own gains.

Or did he?

The beast of mystery never reveals his whole hand, but one thing is for sure… in my time with him, I've changed. Now I will no longer walk the path dictated by

the powerful men in my life. Never again will I let my strength be taken from me.

I must evolve or die.

And we all know, with a choice like that, there’s really only one answer.

* Reclaimed is book 2 of 3 in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action,

a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

It's full length (100k) words and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Equal Rites: A Novel of Discworld

Author: Terry Pratchett

‘Persistently amusing, good-hearted and shrewd’ The Sunday Times

The Discworld is very much like our own – if our own were to consist of a flat planet balanced on the back of four elephants which stand on the back

of a giant turtle, that is . . .

They say that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, but it’s not half so bad as a lot of ignorance.

The last thing the wizard Drum Billet did, before Death laid a bony hand on his shoulder, was to pass on his staff of power to the eighth son of an eighth son.

Unfortunately for his colleagues in the chauvinistic (not to say misogynistic) world of magic, he failed to check that the baby in question was a son.

Everybody knows that there's no such thing as a female wizard. But now it's gone and happened, there's nothing much anyone can do about it.

Let the battle of the sexes begin . . .

____________________

The Discworld novels can be read in any order but Equal Rites is the first book in the Witches series.



Magical Midlife Madness: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Leveling Up Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

A woman starting over. A new house with an unexpected twist. A cape wearing butler acting as the world's worst life coach.

"Happily Ever After" wasn't supposed to come with a do-over option. But when my husband of twenty years packs up and heads for greener pastures and my son

leaves for college, that's exactly what my life becomes.

Do-over.

This time, though, I plan to do things differently. Age is just a number, after all, and at forty I'm ready to carve my own path.

Eager for a fresh start, I make a somewhat unorthodox decision and move to a tiny town in the Sierra foothills. I'll be taking care of a centuries old house that

called to me when I was a kid. It's just temporary, I tell myself. It'll just be for a while.

That is, until I learn what the house really is, something I never could've imagined.

Thankfully forty isn't too old to start an adventure, because that's exactly what I do. A very dangerous adventure that will change my life forever. I have a chance

to start again, and this time, I make the rules.

______________________________________________

A hot new series and genre celebrating midlife and older women who crave a little adventure by USA Today Bestselling author K.F. Breene. Perfect for fans of

Shannon Mayer, Jana DeLeon, Darynda Jones, Robin Peterman, Elizabeth Hunter and Denise Grover Swank.

Wicked Ever After: Dark Fantasy Box Set

Author: Zoe Blake

Start your journey through these deep, dark woods...

In these fairytales,

there is danger in the shadows,

the beasts bite,

and no heroine is truly safe.

Enjoy all three books from the Dark Fantasy series in one box set.

Snow & the Seven Huntsmen

Red & the Wolves

Queen & the Kingsmen

Come closer my pretties...If dark tales of danger, forced attraction and multiple partners offend you then please do not purchase.

Wings of Fury

Author: Emily R. King

From Emily R. King, author of the Hundredth Queen series, comes an epic novel of ancient Greece, Titans and treachery, and the women who dare to

rise up against the tyranny of the Golden Age.

My mother told me that men would speak about the Golden Age as a time of peace and happiness for all… However, the women of our age would tell a very

different story…

Cronus, God of Gods, whose inheritance is the world. Among his possessions: women, imprisoned and fated to serve. The strong-minded Althea Lambros

controls her own fate and lives to honor her dying mother’s plea to protect her two sisters at all costs. Althea’s journey toward crushing the tyranny has begun. It

is a destiny foretold by the Fates. And she is following their visions.

On the southern isle of Crete, hidden among mortal women who have fled the Titans, is the Boy God, son of Cronus and believed dead. He shares Althea’s

destiny to vanquish the Almighty—fate willing. Because Cronus has caught wind of the plot. He’s amassing his own forces against Althea’s righteous rebellion

and all those who will no longer surrender or run. There will be war. If she’s to survive to write their history, the indomitable Althea must soar higher than any god.

The Light Fantastic: A Novel of Discworld

Author: Terry Pratchett



Terry Pratchett's profoundly irreverent, bestselling novels have garnered him a revered position in the halls of parody next to the likes of Mark Twain, Kurt

Vonnegut, Douglas Adams, and Carl Hiaasen.

In The Light Fantastic, only one individual can save the world from a disastrous collision. Unfortunately, the hero happens to be the singularly inept wizard

Rincewind, who was last seen falling off the edge of the world.

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.'

Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron

Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty

corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true.

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Allure of the Vampire King: A paranormal romance (Blood Fire Saga Book 1)

Author: Bella Klaus

He Broke My Heart… Now He’s Returned For My Blood.

I’m no one—just a magic-less woman who fled the supernatural world after being dumped and humiliated by the most powerful vampire in Britain.

He made me a laughing stock , a cautionary tale. I had no choice but to leave.

That was a long time ago. I got over the betrayal. Now, I’m on the mend.

But when an assassin tracks me down to London, claiming that a deadly power thrums beneath my veins, only one person is strong enough to save my hide:

Valentine Sargon—the Vampire King who stole my virginity and broke my heart.

He’ll help, but only if I move into a safe house. With him.

Valentine is as handsome as the devil, silver-tongued and seductive as sin. I don’t trust him or the way he hungers for my blood. But I’ve run out of choices and

can’t refuse.

He’s going to protect me from the assassins, but who’s going to protect me from him?

If you like enemies-to-lovers paranormal romances with adventure, conflict, and steam, you’ll love Allure of the Vampire King.

Heart Of Darkness: A Vampire King Paranormal Romance

Author: Stephanie Hudson

I didn’t intend for it to happen this way.

But then again, I never did.

No, it was what others had intended for me that was the problem and this had all started yet again with a witch and a double cross.

We had made it to the portal, only a trip back to Lucius’ Kingdom wasn’t on the cards. Because now we were to face a new enemy, one with a handsome face, a

killer smile and a land full of Dragons!

Now we had once again been pushed down the rabbit hole, and this was as far from Wonderland as you can get!

For we were not in Kansas Hell anymore.

No, this was the Elemental Realm of Fae and here, there was one ruler who knew I was coming.

In fact…

He was counting on it.



The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue

Author: V. E. Schwab

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

USA TODAY BESTSELLER

NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER

THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER

Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine

#1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020

#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020

BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club

A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus

Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *

BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite *

In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s

genre-defying tour de force.

A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget.

France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets.

Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young

woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world.

But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name.

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Goddess with a Blade Vol 1

Author: Lauren Dane

The first three novels in New York Times bestselling author Lauren Dane’s sweeping Goddess with a Blade urban fantasy series, available now in one 

box set. 

 

GODDESS WITH A BLADE 

 

Meet Rowan Summerwaite. Vessel to the Celtic goddess Brigid and raised by the leader of the Vampire Nation, she’s a supercharged Hunter with the power to 

slay any Vampire who violates the age-old treaty. 

 

A string of murders has her at odds with Las Vegas’s new Scion, the arrogant and powerful Clive Stewart. The killings have the mark of Vampire all over them, 

and Rowan warns Clive to keep his people in line—or she’ll mete out her own brand of justice. 

 

Though her dealings with Clive are adversarial, Rowan is intensely aware of her attraction to him. But she can’t let it distract her from her duty—to find and battle 

the killer before more women die. 

 

BLADE TO THE KEEP 

 

Rowan Summerwaite is the only person who can renegotiate the fragile Treaty between the Vampire Nation and the Hunter Corporation, the last line of defense 

for humanity. A meeting of the Joint Tribunal sends Rowan to the last place she wants to be—The First’s Keep. 

 

Raised at the knee of The First, the oldest Vampire and leader of the Vampire Nation, Rowan must navigate Vampires and Hunters alike. And she’s got to do it 

while managing a politically awkward but undeniably deepened romance with Scion Clive Stewart… 

 

BLADE ON THE HUNT 

 

Broken but not defeated by an ancient Vampire, a vengeance-fueled Rowan leads a team of some of the most terrifying beings on earth with one goal in mind. 

Eliminate the Vampire who attacked her. 

 

But as the team is hit with wave after wave of attacks, the tensions between Clive Stewart and a rival Vampire ramp up, with Rowan the woman in the middle. 

She’s not used to being claimed, and Clive is everything she shouldn’t want in a man, but she’s past denying she’s in love. 



In contrast to the uneven footing falling in love has given her, Rowan is utterly certain she’ll locate her quarry. Strong, powerful and connected to the Goddess,

she burns with the light of her mission. There’s a war brewing, and Rowan will fight it to the death. It’s what she was born to do.

The Broken Kingdoms (The Inheritance Trilogy Book 2)

Author: N. K. Jemisin

A man with no memory of his past and a struggling, blind street artist will face off against the will of the gods as the secrets of this stranger's past are

revealed in the sequel to The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms, the debut novel of NYT bestselling author N. K. Jemisin.

In the city of Shadow, beneath the World Tree, alleyways shimmer with magic and godlings live hidden among mortalkind. Oree Shoth, a blind artist, takes in a

strange homeless man on an impulse. This act of kindness engulfs Oree in a nightmarish conspiracy. Someone, somehow, is murdering godlings, leaving their

desecrated bodies all over the city. And Oree's guest is at the heart of it. . .

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Welcome to the Knight Bus, emergency transport for the stranded witch or wizard. Just stick out your wand hand, step on board and we can take you anywhere

you want to go.'

When the Knight Bus crashes through the darkness and screeches to a halt in front of him, it's the start of another far from ordinary year at Hogwarts for Harry

Potter. Sirius Black, escaped mass-murderer and follower of Lord Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination

class, Professor Trelawney sees an omen of death in Harry's tea leaves... But perhaps most terrifying of all are the Dementors patrolling the school grounds, with

their soul-sucking kiss...

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

A Touch of Darkness (Hades X Persephone Book 1)

Author: Scarlett St. Clair

A Modern Hades and Persephone Retelling

If you are looking for a delightful modern twist on a classic story, read this book. I dare you to put it down. - Kate, Amazon Reviewer

I couldn't read it fast enough and i can't wait for the next installment! I ran through the entire gambit of emotions reading it! So sexy! - Crystal, Amazon Reviewer

I absolutely recommend this to any greek mythology fans and especially fans of the web comic Lore Olympus. Not only fans but anyone loving a good

supernatural romance. It's a read that is well worth it. - Doc Harley, Amazon Reviewer

Persephone is the Goddess of Spring by title only. The truth is, since she was a little girl, flowers have shriveled at her touch. After moving to New Athens, she

hopes to lead an unassuming life disguised as a mortal journalist.

Hades, God of the Dead, has built a gambling empire in the mortal world and his favorite bets are rumored to be impossible.

After a chance encounter with Hades, Persephone finds herself in a contract with the God of the Dead and the terms are impossible: Persephone must create life

in the Underworld or lose her freedom forever.

The bet does more than expose Persephone’s failure as a goddess, however. As she struggles to sow the seeds of her freedom, love for the God of the Dead

grows—and it’s forbidden.

Dragons Don't Eat Meat: A Paranormal Suspense Novel with a Touch of Romance (Valkyrie Bestiary Book 1)

Author: Kim McDougall

Someone is killing dragons. And the killings point to a civil war brewing among the fae.

When Kyra Greene finds an abandoned baby dragon, she doesn’t want to bring him home. But until she can hunt down his thunder and stop the dragon killers, 

she’s on babysitting duty. As a pest controller with a soft heart, Kyra already has an apartment full of rescues, including a basilisk who thinks he’s a turkey, a



banshee nanny, and even a pygmy kraken. She might take care of them, but they also fill her need for family. And when that family is threatened, she’ll risk

everything to save them. She’ll even join forces with the handsome and irritating captain of the city’s vigilante Guardians, who never fails to show up at her most

undignified moments.

Along with a quirky cast of misfits and unruly critters, Kyra leaves the safety of Montreal Ward and travels through the dangerous Inbetween—the land beyond the

protected city states, where magic is the only rule of law. Can she reunite the lost dragon with his thunder and stop a new and sinister force from invading their

home? 

Dragons Don’t Eat Meat is the first book in the Valkyrie Bestiary paranormal suspense series. If you’re looking for a laugh-out-loud adventure, delightfully evil

critters, and a slow-burn romance, you’ll love this page-turning series by Kim McDougall.

Get Dragons Don’t Eat Meat today and ride along with Kyra Greene, pest controller of fantastic beasts.

Sin & Chocolate (Demigods of San Francisco Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Some people are ordained for greatness...

Those people usually have a lot of drama in their life. Drama I happily do without. I live in a forgotten corner of nowhere for a reason: there is safety in anonymity.

I have enough problems just trying to get by.

But when Kieran, a sinfully sexy demigod at the pinnacle of power, crashes into my life, suddenly my whole world is turned upside down.

He's harboring a deadly secret, one that could destroy all he holds dear. He thinks I'm the key to his salvation, and he wants me to help him claim vengeance.

He also wants me with a passion that burns my body from the inside out.

To ignore him is impossible, but to give in to my desires, even for a night, would thrust me into danger I might not survive.

Can I resist the temptation?

The Kingdom of Gods (The Inheritance Trilogy Book 3)

Author: N. K. Jemisin

Shahar and the godling Sieh must face off against the terrible magic threatening to consume their world in the incredible conclusion to the Inheritance

Trilogy, from Hugo award-winning and NYT bestselling author N. K. Jemisin.

For two thousand years the Arameri family has ruled the world by enslaving the very gods that created mortalkind. Now the gods are free, and the Arameri's

ruthless grip is slipping. Yet they are all that stands between peace and world-spanning, unending war.

Shahar, last scion of the family, must choose her loyalties. She yearns to trust Sieh, the godling she loves. Yet her duty as Arameri heir is to uphold the family's

interests, even if that means using and destroying everyone she cares for.

As long-suppressed rage and terrible new magics consume the world, the Maelstrom -- which even gods fear -- is summoned forth. Shahar and Sieh: mortal and

god, lovers and enemies. Can they stand together against the chaos that threatens?

Includes a never before seen story set in the world of the Inheritance Trilogy.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test the champions in many different ways ... their magical prowess - their daring -

their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'

The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't stop Harry dreaming that he will

win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup picks

out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through - alive!

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.



The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms (The Inheritance Trilogy Book 1)

Author: N.K. Jemisin

After her mother's mysterious death, a young woman is summoned to the floating city of Sky in order to claim a royal inheritance she never knew

existed in the first book in this award-winning fantasy trilogy from the NYT bestselling author of The Fifth Season.

Yeine Darr is an outcast from the barbarian north. But when her mother dies under mysterious circumstances, she is summoned to the majestic city of Sky.

There, to her shock, Yeine is named an heiress to the king. But the throne of the Hundred Thousand Kingdoms is not easily won, and Yeine is thrust into a vicious

power struggle with cousins she never knew she had. As she fights for her life, she draws ever closer to the secrets of her mother's death and her family's bloody

history.

With the fate of the world hanging in the balance, Yeine will learn how perilous it can be when love and hate -- and gods and mortals -- are bound inseparably

together.

A Deal with the Elf King (Married to Magic)

Author: Elise Kova

Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and Uprooted, this stand-alone, fantasy romance about a human girl and her marriage to the Elf King

is impossible to put down!

The elves come for two things: war and wives. In both cases, they come for death.

Three-thousand years ago, humans were hunted by powerful races with wild magic until the treaty was formed. Now, for centuries, the elves have taken a young

woman from Luella's village to be their Human Queen.

To be chosen is seen as a mark of death by the townsfolk. A mark nineteen-year-old Luella is grateful to have escaped as a girl. Instead, she's dedicated her life

to studying herbology and becoming the town's only healer.

That is, until the Elf King unexpectedly arrives... for her.

Everything Luella had thought she'd known about her life, and herself, was a lie. Taken to a land filled with wild magic, Luella is forced to be the new queen to a

cold yet blisteringly handsome Elf King. Once there, she learns about a dying world that only she can save.

The magical land of Midscape pulls on one corner of her heart, her home and people tug on another... but what will truly break her is a passion she never wanted.

A Deal with the Elf King is a complete, *stand-alone novel*, inspired by the tales of Hades and Persephone, as well as Beauty and the Beast, with a

"happily ever after" ending. It's perfect for fantasy romance fans looking for just the right amount of steam and their next slow-burn and

swoon-worthy couple.

Stranded (The Shorten Chronicles Book 1)

Author: Rosalind Tate

Bridget Jones meets Downton Abbey in this acclaimed new time-travel series.

★★★★★ “An absolutely outstanding book. Time travel with a twist.” - Noel Cades

★★★★★ "Perfect for fantasy and historical romance fans!" - M. E. Hall, Amazon Reviewer

★★★★★ “A slow unfurling, done spectacularly well.” - E. G. Stone

A modern girl. A door to the past. No way back.

Sophie Arundel is stranded in history, stuck in a grand house in 1925 England. Thankfully, she has her faithful dog Charlotte with her. Oh, and fellow student

Hugo, annoying and charming in equal measure.



Suffocated by corsets, long skirts, and boorish suitors, Sophie is desperate to get back to the twenty-first century, but the only way home is through a hidden

portal — and she must work with Hugo to unlock its secrets.

As one clue leads to another, Sophie and Hugo discover that history is unfolding differently. Mobs rule the streets. And when chaos turns into a deadly revolution,

anyone in a grand house is fair game.

Sophie and Hugo are running out of time…

Her Dragon Daddy: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Black Claw Dragons Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

Mav disappeared before I could ever tell him about the child I carried. I’ve had years to get over him, and I’ve tried. But the second I see him again my heart

lurches and it’s like all that time evaporates. I still burn for him, even though I know it’s a bad idea.

I try to remind myself about the bad things: his possessiveness, his quick temper...but he’s different now. More mature.

Protective. Settled. And hiding something.

Something bigger than the child we share.

Demon King (Claimed By Lucifer Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Briggs

A TOP 50 AMAZON BESTSELLER!

I made a deal with the devil. Now he’s claimed me as his mate.

When my best friend goes missing in Las Vegas, there’s only one man I can turn to for help.

Lucas Ifer. Billionaire playboy. CEO of Abaddon Inc. King of Sin City. And…the devil himself?

Lucas—aka Lucifer—agrees to help me, but in exchange he wants one thing: me.

He’s dark, dangerous, and wickedly handsome. Oh, and evil incarnate. I should say no, but I can’t. I’m that desperate.

But when you make a deal with the devil, there's no escaping it. Now he owns my body for seven nights of sin. Even worse, he owns my soul for all eternity.

I’m Persephone being claimed by Hades, and I have no choice but to enter his underworld and become his dark queen.

Is there any light left in that black heart? Or will his darkness consume me?

Demon King is a sinfully sexy Hades and Persephone story with a Lucifer twist, perfect for fans of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, and

Sarah J. Maas. This is book 1 in the Claimed By Lucifer trilogy.

Sandman Slim: A Novel

Author: Richard Kadrey

“An addictively satisfying, deeply amusing, dirty-ass masterpiece.”

—William Gibson

“A sharp-edged urban fantasy, drenched in blood and cynicism, tipping its hat to Sam Peckinpah, Raymond Chandler, and the anti-heroes of Hong Kong

cinema….A bravura performance.”

—San Francisco Chronicle

“I couldn’t put it down.”

—Charlaine Harris

Sandman Slim has arrived—a wild and weird, edge-of-your-seat supernatural roller-coaster rider that propels author Richard Kadrey to the forefront of the 

fantasy, thriller, and a host of other literary genres. This spellbinding, utterly remarkable tale of a vengeful magician/hitman’s return from hell is part H.P. 

Lovecraft, part Christopher Moore, part Jim Butcher, and totally, unabashedly dark, twisted, and hilarious.



Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Author: J.K. Rowling

'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He wishes me to teach you how to close your

mind to the Dark Lord.'

Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort will stop at nothing to find him. There

are many who deny the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight against the Dark forces. Harry must allow

Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But they are growing stronger by the day and Harry is

running out of time ...

A King So Cold (Royals Book 1)

Author: Ella Fields

Lies, love, lust and power. Bestselling author Ella Fields delivers a sexy, wickedly addictive dark fantasy romance.

All my life, I’d known my marriage would be arranged. What I never expected was to fall in love.

My betrothed was arrogance dressed in royal finery, and I longed to both disappear and step closer whenever he entered the room.

As princess of the Moon Kingdom, and daughter of the cruelest king our land had ever seen, I was well-versed in deceit and debauchery. The Sun Kingdom’s sly

prince was no threat to me.

Assuming that was a grave mistake. For the ever-present smirk, irritating charm, and adoring gleam in his eyes began to melt the ice encasing my heart.

All too soon, hatred turned to love. I was captured by something I’d rarely experienced before—happiness.

But I should’ve known better.

After all, I’d been raised by a monster. And little did I know I was about to marry one.

Contains dark themes and a HEA. No cliffhanger. Recommended for 18+

Rafael (Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Book 28)

Author: Laurell K. Hamilton

Rafael, king of the wererats, must fight to the death to defend his crown. He wants Anita Blake, one of his closest allies, with him as he faces an

opponent unlike any he’s faced before. He will ask Anita to risk everything to be at his side.…

But some of the wererats fear that Rafael depends too much on Anita and her ties to the vampires. They believe that there is only room in America for one

supernatural king, and Rafael will turn them into nothing more than food for the bloodsuckers.

Among his enemies, a new challenger has arisen who is younger, hungrier, and has dark secrets that could destroy both the wererats and the vampires. Rafael

will go into the magical heart of his people to find the power and violence that he needs to save them all, or die trying.

Secrets of the Sword 3 (Death Before Dragons Book 9)

Author: Lindsay Buroker

I’m Val Thorvald, tough butt-kicking assassin and soon-to-be wife of Lord Zavryd'nokquetal. He’s a dragon from another world, and he’s haughty, arrogant, and

has horrible taste in footwear, but I love him. Our wedding is going to be amazing.

At least… I’d like to think so. But when the coffee shop I’m a co-owner of gets bombed, our youngest employee goes missing, and the entire elven family I didn’t

know I had shows up for a visit, my wedding preparations take an alarming turn.

Oh, and did I mention that Zav’s clan is coming to the wedding? Dozens of dragons flying into the Seattle area. What could possibly go wrong?

Shifter Wars: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 1)



Author: Kelly St. Clare

When Mum died, I inherited a lot more than a pack of lies.

I landed a $410,000 debt.

Discovered her previous surname.

And her real place of birth.

Desperate to uncover the truth, I drive to a tiny dot on the map called Deception Valley.

Coincidental name? Nope.

There, I find her secret family—because she had one of those too.

How many lies are we at? Honestly, I’ve lost count, but local gossip captures my attention. Apparently, Mum’s other family play laser tag every Wednesday. Not

even joking. Laser tag.

What the hell is this place?

In hindsight, the massive guy with honey irises was my first major clue. Unusual eyes for a human, right?

Perfect eyes for a werewolf.

But sexy supernaturals, thongs, and mounting financial strain aside, Mum’s past is buried somewhere in this valley, and I need to dig up the truth or find a way to

live with her lies.

What do you do when neither option will leave you unscathed?

If you can’t get enough of books by Ilona Andrews, K.F. Breene, Patricia Briggs, or anything paranormal romance, then step inside The Dens and get

ready to play for your life.

Underworld - Scorching Sun: A LitRPG Series

Author: Apollos Thorne

Passing through the Vampire Gate, Elorion enters the true heart of the Underworld for the first time. The sooner he completes his mission, the sooner he and the

girls can return home. The task is impossible at his current level, so he follows the lich down the only viable path. A path laden with bodies and blood.

A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor: A Novel (The Carls Book 2)

Author: Hank Green

THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

Who has the right to change the world forever? 

How will we live online? 

How do we find comfort in an increasingly isolated world?

The Carls disappeared the same way they appeared, in an instant. While the robots were on Earth, they caused confusion and destruction with only their

presence. Part of their maelstrom was the sudden viral fame and untimely death of April May: a young woman who stumbled into Carl’s path, giving them their

name, becoming their advocate, and putting herself in the middle of an avalanche of conspiracy theories. 

Months later, April’s friends are trying to find their footing in a post-Carl world. Andy has picked up April’s mantle of fame, speaking at conferences and online;

Maya, ravaged by grief, begins to follow a string of mysteries that she is convinced will lead her to April; and Miranda is contemplating defying her friends’ advice

and pursuing a new scientific operation…one that might have repercussions beyond anyone’s comprehension. Just as it is starting to seem like the gang may

never learn the real story behind the events that changed their lives forever, a series of clues arrive—mysterious books that seem to predict the future and control

the actions of their readers—all of which seems to suggest that April could be very much alive.

In the midst of the search for the truth and the search for April is a growing force, something that wants to capture our consciousness and even control our reality.

A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor is the bold and brilliant follow-up to An Absolutely Remarkable Thing. It is a fast-paced adventure that is also a biting social

commentary, asking hard, urgent questions about the way we live, our freedoms, our future, and how we handle the unknown.

Stoneskin Dragon (Stone Shifters Book 1)



Author: Zoe Chant

He has days to live.

Dragon shifter Reive is dying. After a fight with a gargoyle to save his clan, his poisoned body is painfully turning to stone. His only hope: an ancient book that

promises a cure.

And the librarian who can help him find it.

She's a monster.

All her life Jess has feared and hated her gargoyle shifter form. She would give anything to be fully human.

Now she might have a way.

If she can fight her attraction for a dying man long enough to help him find the book that will save or doom them both.

But they're not the only ones looking for it ...

Brand new spinoff series from Zoe Chant's popular BODYGUARD SHIFTERS! This is your opportunity to jump into this new series today, with hot

heroes, kick-butt heroines, sizzling romance, magic and mystery, and a guaranteed HEA in every book. One-click to join the adventure today!

The Fallen (Hades Castle Trilogy Book 1)

Author: C.N. Crawford

The angel of death wants me to be his wife.

Most days, I steal from ships to earn a living. Not glamorous, admittedly, but it's honest work. Okay, fine. It isn't honest either, but it means I get to eat.

Until one night, a sinfully sexy angel strides into my favorite dance hall and compels me to work for him. It isn't just work, though. He wants me to be his wife in

Castle Hades. Apparently, his prophetic dreams say I'll help him become king.

Beautiful as he is, he's also a lethal tyrant. And I could be in danger. Luckily, I know how to fight back, how to weaken an angel: I must seduce him.

Now, this is a battle, and he’s my beautiful enemy. We are fighting with weapons of desire, and we're both at risk of losing ourselves in this war.

"Such an amazing author, who writes worlds you want to crawl within and live! If you have not read this book, what are you waiting for? CN Crawford

knocked this out of the park, and gave the perfect escape for 2020!" --Amelia Hutchins

For readers of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Linsey Hall, and Sarah J. Maas.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Author: J.K. Rowling

There it was, hanging in the sky above the school: the blazing green skull with a serpent tongue, the mark Death Eaters left behind whenever they had entered a

building... wherever they had murdered...

When Dumbledore arrives at Privet Drive one summer night to collect Harry Potter, his wand hand is blackened and shrivelled, but he does not reveal why.

Secrets and suspicion are spreading through the wizarding world, and Hogwarts itself is not safe. Harry is convinced that Malfoy bears the Dark Mark: there is a

Death Eater amongst them. Harry will need powerful magic and true friends as he explores Voldemort's darkest secrets, and Dumbledore prepares him to face

his destiny...

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Give me Harry Potter,' said Voldemort's voice, 'and none shall be harmed. Give me Harry Potter, and I shall leave the school untouched. Give me Harry Potter, 

and you will be rewarded.'



 

As he climbs into the sidecar of Hagrid's motorbike and takes to the skies, leaving Privet Drive for the last time, Harry Potter knows that Lord Voldemort and the

Death Eaters are not far behind. The protective charm that has kept Harry safe until now is broken, but he cannot keep hiding. The Dark Lord is breathing fear

into everything Harry loves and to stop him Harry will have to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes. The final battle must begin - Harry must stand and face

his enemy... 

 

 

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Midlife Curses: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Mystery (Witching Hour Book 1)

Author: Christine Zane Thomas

A Paranormal Women’s Fiction murder mystery for anyone who believes you can find your powers at any age.

Constance Campbell has made a few questionable decisions in the run-up to her fortieth birthday. So in a way, moving two thousand miles away from everything

she’s ever known makes perfect sense.

Creel Creek, Virginia is the last place either of her ex-husbands would ever think to look for her. What better place to hide from her humiliations than a town too

small to warrant a mention on a map?

Laid off, and recently divorced from husband number two, this former workaholic moves in with her estranged—and very strange—grandmother.

A grandmother who informs Constance that she comes from a long line of powerful witches. And on the day she hits the big 4-0, she’ll come into her powers.

It turns out that she’s not the only paranormal person in town. Under the sleepy surface, the small town is teeming with supernatural beings.

When Constance finds the town’s resident vampire dead, things go from surreal to scary. The local sheriff is convinced that a killer is lurking in the shadows,

hunting anyone with supernatural abilities…including witches like her.

He’s not wrong.

Can Constance learn enough magic to save herself and Creel Creek from this unknown foe?

Midlife Curses is the first in an all-new paranormal mystery series. If you like Cozy Mysteries or Paranormal Women’s Fiction, you’ll love this book. Download

your copy today!

The Dragon's Tattoo: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Bluewater Dragons Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

The clan won’t let me love a human.

I’m the alpha of my dragon shifter clan, but I am bound by duty.

It doesn’t matter that Skye’s my fated mate. My clan won't accept a human.

She was my best friend when we were young.

I’ve loved her since I was a teenager.

And I’ve done my best to keep my distance, for the good of the clan.

Enough is enough.

I want Skye as my mate.

They won’t accept her.

But I won’t accept anyone else.

Rhythm of War: Book Four of The Stormlight Archive

Author: Brandon Sanderson

An instant #1 New York Times Bestseller and a USA Today and Indie Bestseller! 

 

The Stormlight Archive saga continues in Rhythm of War, the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's #1 New York Times bestselling 

Oathbringer, from an epic fantasy writer at the top of his game. 



After forming a coalition of human resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year fighting a protracted, brutal

war. Neither side has gained an advantage, and the threat of a betrayal by Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian looms over every strategic move. 

 

Now, as new technological discoveries by Navani Kholin’s scholars begin to change the face of the war, the enemy prepares a bold and dangerous operation.

The arms race that follows will challenge the very core of the Radiant ideals, and potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower that was once the heart of

their strength. 

 

At the same time that Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with his changing role within the Knights Radiant, his Windrunners face their own problem: As

more and more deadly enemy Fused awaken to wage war, no more honorspren are willing to bond with humans to increase the number of Radiants. Adolin and

Shallan must lead the coalition’s envoy to the honorspren stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either convince the spren to join the cause against the evil god

Odium, or personally face the storm of failure. 
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Maid For An Alien Prince: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I won’t be forced into alien servitude. 

 

I’ve spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they’re really like. 

They think they can take whatever they want. 

I learned that the hard way.



 

Royalty? They have got to be worse. 

I’m not interested in any of them, not even an alien prince. 

I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping contract. 

Instead he bought me out. 

Does he think he can own me? 

I don’t want him. 

I won’t submit to him. 

So why is he so … nice? 

 

Niall is unlike any rich guy I’ve ever known, but I still can’t trust him. 

Not even when he treats me well. 

He calls me his fated mate! 

But he’s an alien prince and I’m a housekeeper. 

We don’t belong together. 

So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my next breath?

Wolf Shunned: A slow-burn fantasy romance (The Warrior Queen Legacy Book 1)

Author: Laurel Night

It’s amazing to be a dominant wolf… if you’re male.

When you’re a nineteen year-old girl who can beat the crap out of every wolf in your pack, suddenly it’s not so great. Love isn’t everything, I know; but even the

most powerful she-wolf submits to her mate. If you can’t be dominated, you can’t be mated.

And an unmated wolf has no place in the pack.

My one hope is the clan gathering in the Blackwood Fortress. Every wolf in the continent attends, and a few seriously sexy wolves catch my eye. I’m bound to find

at least one who can match me, right?

Then there’s my other problem: My alpha is a grade-A jerk. After treating me like a genetic freak my whole life, he suddenly decides to stake a claim.

But I can’t refuse the challenge, and my wolf won’t back down. Either I submit to the alpha and become mated to his skeezy pelt, or I win the challenge and my

freedom… by taking his place as alpha.

Only no one has ever heard of a female alpha, and if I become one, I’ll never find a mate.

Wolf Shunned is the first book in The Alpha Queen Legacy, featuring a badass heroine, a dark fantasy world, and loads of sexy wolf shifters. Be warned: This is a

slow burn, why choose romance. Once you pick this story up, you won’t be able to stop devouring it until the very last page.

The Alpha Queen Legacy will be four delicious novels.

Anticipated release dates:

Wolf Shunned: January 2021

Pack Claimed: March 2021

Queen Crowned: May 2021

Legacy Fulfilled: July 2021

Running from the Wolves (Wolfsbane Book 1)

Author: Lola Glass

Never run from an Alpha.

As the only werewolf immune to the curse forcing my kind to shift every night, I’m a bit of a hot commodity... and not in a good way. 

I went to New York thinking it would be the safest place to hide.

Wrong decision.

The city is home to one of the largest packs in the world. Its leader?



Tall, strong, sexy, and determined that I’m his.

When my scent starts driving unmated men insane, that giant, possessive beast who won’t leave me alone is the only one who can protect me.

One way or another, I'm totally screwed.

If you love books by Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, or Kelly St Clare, you’ll devour RUNNING FROM THE WOLVES.

*This New Adult read is a full-length novel of 105,000 words, and is recommended for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content.

Crown of Shadows (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 1)

Author: K. M. Shea

The fae of the Night Court are desperately searching for a new monarch to crown before the Court collapses.

I couldn’t care less.

I’ve done everything I can to bury my fae blood and embrace my human half. That changes when some fae nobles show up on my doorstep and announce that

I’m the next Queen of the Night Court.

Becoming an unwilling fae queen? Check. Inheriting a terrible mess? Double check.

The Court is almost bankrupt, my citizens’ favorite hobby is backstabbing one another, and I don’t know who I can trust since someone keeps trying to

assassinate me.

Speaking of assassins, I get introduced to the best in the business—a fae lord nicknamed the Wraith. His deadly profession means he fears no one. The only

reason he doesn’t kill me on the spot is he’s also a member of the Night Court and the Court’s magic protects me. But that doesn’t prevent him from trading verbal

barbs with me whenever we meet.

And if cat herding all these uncooperative fae and chatting with assassins wasn’t enough, I’m required to get married as part of some archaic Court law. This

“queen” gig is the worst!

Supposedly I can choose anyone to marry, but with all the infighting I need someone who is neutral and won’t provoke more political power struggles.

So, why do I keep thinking of a certain assassin?

Court of Midnight and Deception is a complete trilogy that takes place in the Magiford Supernatural City universe. It features fae, werewolves, vampires, and

wizards! This trilogy is packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin who tried to kill her.

Rhapsodic (The Bargainer Book 1)

Author: Laura Thalassa

Callypso Lillis is a siren with a very big problem, one that stretches up her arm and far into her past. For the last seven years she’s been collecting a bracelet of

black beads up her wrist, magical IOUs for favors she’s received. Only death or repayment will fulfill the obligations. Only then will the beads disappear.

Everyone knows that if you need a favor, you go to the Bargainer to make it happen. He’s a man who can get you anything you want … at a price. And everyone

knows that sooner or later he always collects.

But for one of his clients, he’s never asked for repayment. Not until now. When Callie finds the fae king of the night in her room, a grin on his lips and a twinkle in

his eye, she knows things are about to change. At first it’s just a chaste kiss—a single bead’s worth—and a promise for more.

For the Bargainer, it’s more than just a matter of rekindling an old romance. Something is happening in the Otherworld. Fae warriors are going missing one by

one. Only the women are returned, each in a glass casket, a child clutched to their breast. And then there are the whispers among the slaves, whispers of an evil

that’s been awoken.

If the Bargainer has any hope to save his people, he’ll need the help of the siren he spurned long ago. Only, his foe has a taste for exotic creatures, and Callie

just happens to be one.



Captive of the Vampire King (Blood Fire Saga Book 2)

Author: Bella Klaus

How do you break up with a Vampire King? You don’t.

Something is off about Valentine, and I don’t mean his missing heart.

He’s keeping me captive in a haunted house, complete with a ferocious beast to make sure I can never escape.

There’s a hunger stirring in him. It’s deep and dark and preternatural. He’s awakening something in me I must resist because if I fail, everything is lost.

Captive of the Vampire King is book two of the Blood Fire Saga.

The Queen's Crown (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 3)

Author: K. M. Shea

Since the day I was crowned Queen of the Night Court, someone has been trying to kill me. Yay, me!

Finding my would-be-killer has been last on my to do list for a long time—which should tell you what a dumpster fire my life has been. But I can’t ignore it

anymore. Whoever is plotting against me is getting serious. If I don’t do something soon I might not survive their next attempt.

Normally, I’d count on Rigel—my consort, who also happens to be a deadly fae assassin—to have my back. But he’s been gone for two months, and when he

finally returns he won’t say where he’s been. Great, that’s totally not sketchy.

To make matters worse, I love Rigel—and he doesn’t believe me when I tell him! How’s that for romance?

New to do list: catch my would-be killer and convince my own husband I love him. All in a day’s work for the Night Queen.

I knew I should have demanded a job description before I took on this queen gig…

Crown of Shadows is the final book in the Court of Midnight and Deception urban fantasy trilogy and is part of the Magiford Supernatural City world. It features

fae, werewolves, vampires, and wizards. It’s packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin

who tried to kill her.

Wolf Roulette: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 3)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

Deception Valley is living up to its name.

Exiled from my tribe.

Living with a pack who hates me.

In bed with a werewolf I can’t ignore.

Things were simple when I just had to win the game. Yet now, even winning means I’ll end up the loser. Big time.

The mysteries surrounding my mother might be solved, but I’m haunted by her lies and sorry end. As if walking in her footsteps, I feel a breath away from sharing

her fate.

Because Grids must be played. I must decide which side I’ll play from. And that choice grows more difficult by the second.

Would you win the game if it meant losing the man you love?

If you can’t get enough of books by C.N. Crawford, Jennifer L. Armentrout, and Leia Stone, or just anything paranormal romance, then step inside this

supernatural game and prepare to give everything you have to win.

This book contains sexual scenes, language, and violence.

Lucifer's Bride (Married To The Devil Book 1)



Author: Roxie Ray

You know the story, love. It’s a tale as old as time itself.

Boy meets girl.

Boy loses girl.

Girl meets devilishly charming guy who tempts with her everything she’s ever dreamed of—and the Devil doesn’t make promises he can’t keep.

You see, darling, that boy never deserved you to begin with.

You, my treasure, you deserved the entire world laid out at your dainty little feet—and so much more.

No ungrateful, simple-minded boy could ever give you that.

But I could.

I will.

My Evie. My eternal love. Only creature on God’s green earth, Heaven above it or even Hell below, who could ever stir the flames of desire into my cold, sinner’s

heart.

I stole you from that pathetic moron you were calling a fiancé again, it’s true.

But after what he did to you—frankly, this time, it was like he was asking for it.

You were never really his, love. He might have put his ring on your finger, but he never owned your body. Your heart. Your mind.

Your soul.

No matter where you are, what you look like, the name you wear, or the color of that fire dancing in your eyes, you’re mine. Always mine.

You’ve been mine before, more times than you’ll ever remember.

You’ve been torn away from me more times than you’ll ever know.

Now that you’re finally mine again, here’s a new promise for you:

This time, it’s forever.

I have an army of the damned at my beck and call, more gold to my name than even kings can fathom, the powers of a fallen angel at my fingertips and the

command of the Inferno itself in the palm of my hand.

Never fear, love. I’ll protect you. I’ll keep you safe.

Whether you want it or not.

And this time, if anyone dares to try and take you away from me again…

This time, there’ll be hell to pay.

Assembly (The Feral Souls Trilogy - Book 2)

Author: Erica Woods

Some secrets are unforgivable, some betrayals cut too deep. And this time… This time I may lose them forever.

The Assembly is no place for a human.

Especially not one standing trial. Surrounded by lycans who’d like nothing more than to see me dead, forced to participate in lethal games and hunted by enemies

shrouded in shadows, my world is unravelling. The only thing keeping me sane is the four possessive wolf shifters ready to sacrifice everything to keep me safe.

But when faces from the past return, the fragile trust I’ve built with my wolves is shaken to its core, and all the terrible secrets I once did everything to keep are

clawing their way to the surface.

Out of time, I’m forced to make a choice. A choice that might cost me everything.

***Author Note***

Assembly is the second book in the Feral Souls Trilogy featuring possessive wolf shifters, a damaged heroine fighting to escape her past, and slow burn romance

packed with raw emotion and sizzling tension.

Pick up Assembly today to discover the second instalment of this intoxicating paranormal romance!

Born in Fire (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Heart pounding and laugh out loud funny, Wall Street Journal Bestselling author K.F. Breene will take you on a magical joy ride you won’t soon forget. 

 

Supernatural Bounty Hunter isn’t the sort of thing you see on LinkedIn. But with a rare type of magic like mine, I don’t have many options. 

 

So dangerous or not, the job is mine. And it was going fine, until an old as sin vampire stole my mark, and with it, my pay day. 

 

Knowing I’m poor and desperate, he has offered me a job. I’ll have to work by his side to help solve a top secret case. 



Everyone knows not to trust vampires. Especially a hot elder vampire. But without any other jobs coming up, I’m stuck. As I uncover a web of lies and treachery,

revealing an enemy I didn’t know existed, the truth of my identity is threatened. I might make it out alive, only to end up in a gilded cage. 

 

"Janet Ivanovich meets vampires. Quirky, funny and a darned good read!" ★★★★★ 

 

"A kickass heroine with a sense of humor and an extremely interesting back story - what more could one ask?"★★★★★ 

 

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

 

If you like Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, Ilona Andrews, Dannika Dark, and Jennifer Estep you'll feel right at

home with this fun and exciting thrill ride.

Midlife Bounty Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 1)

Author: Shannon Mayer

When divorce comes your way, don't let the ex get you down. Get ready for a whole new laugh-out-loud adventure. Because life is just beginning . . .

as a midlife bounty hunter of the supernatural!

# 1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction!

#1 in Fantasy & Futuristic Romance

# 1 New releases Werewolf and Shifter Romance

One day I’m married, living in Seattle, and magic isn’t real.

The next, I’m divorced and living in the guest room of my ex’s hotter- than-sin cousin’s place in Savannah . . . and talking to an animated skeleton named Robert.

I have to admit, Robert isn’t my worst date.

At forty-one, I didn’t think I’d be starting over. But I’ll be damned if my ex thinks I’m down and out because he pulled a fast one on me.

When a job comes my way that offers me a chance to use my childhood training in the shadow world, I take it—I need the money more than I care about my

sanity.

It’s dangerous.

I have to embrace the magic and dark of my past.

And I need Advil to keep me going.

But those who’d hold me back better sit up and take notice, because a new woman is in town, and she’s not about to be counted out by anyone.

Even if she does groan when she rolls out of bed in the morning.

Looking for more books in this HOT FLASH of a new genre? Check out these books available NOW:

Christine Gael "Writing Wrongs"

Denise Grover Swank "Let it all Burn"

KF Breene "Magical Midlife Madness"

Eve Langlais "Halfway There"

Robyn Peterman "It's a Wonderful Midlife Crisis"

Jana DeLeon "Wrong Side of Forty"

Deanna Chase "Witching For Grace"

Kristen Painter "Sucks to be Me"

Elizabeth Hunter "Suddenly Psychic"

Michelle M Pillow "Second Chance Magic"

Mandy M Roth "Cloudy With a Chance of Witchcraft"

Darynda Jones "Betwixt"

Devilish Mate (Claimed By Lucifer Book 2)

Author: Elizabeth Briggs

The devil has been my fated mate for all of time. But can I forgive him for what he's done? 

 

Lucifer and Eve. Hades and Persephone. Lucas and Hannah. 



We’re dark and light. Wrong and right. Day and night. 

 

I’ve lived a hundred lives, and in each one he finds me and claims me—and then I die. Violently. Usually in his arms. We’re inevitable…and cursed. 

 

Until now. 

 

With a shocking act of violence, Lucifer broke the curse and ended our wicked cycle. I’ve been reborn for the last time, but at what cost? Can we stop the evil

we’ve unleashed upon the world? 

 

Lucifer and Hannah's story continues in the sinfully sexy second book in the Claimed By Lucifer trilogy.

Petal to the Metal (The Bloomin' Psychic Book 1)

Author: Annabel Chase

Forty-two-year-old Mia Thorne is not living her best life. After a disastrous career-and-relationship-ending event, she escapes New York City and moves to a

sleepy river town in Pennsylvania, courtesy of a dead aunt she never knew. Aunt Hazel was the reclusive family nut, a self-proclaimed psychic. Of course, Mia’s

dad always told her that she, too, had the gift, but after his death, her mother made sure to squelch the notion. No square pegs allowed!

Aunt Hazel’s old cottage is only slightly better than the decrepit gardens surrounding it. Mia doesn’t know the first thing about gardening and expects this will be

one more failure on her seemingly endless list. Even Aunt Hazel’s ancient cat seems to have pegged her as a loser.

When Mia stumbles over a body in the overgrown garden, the newcomer catches the eye of the police chief and his hotshot detective, Derek Fairfax, and she

becomes the number one suspect in the case. Much to her shock and awe, she also catches the eye of Derek’s brother, Dane, a lawyer with a head for what’s

legal and a bod for what isn’t—but getting arrested for murder would certainly put a damper on her dating life.

Will Mia tap into her long-buried psychic skills in order to save herself or will she end up digging her own grave?

Petal to the Metal is the first book in The Bloomin’ Psychic series.

Other series by Annabel Chase:

Spellbound

Spellbound Ever After

Starry Hollow Witches

Midlife Magic Cocktail Club

Pandora's Pride

Demonspawn Academy

Spellslingers Academy of Magic

Divine Place

The Killing Fog (The Grave Kingdom Book 1)

Author: Jeff Wheeler

The Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Kingfountain series conjures an epic, adventurous world of ancient myth and magic as a young

woman’s battle with infinite evil begins.

Survivor of a combat school, the orphaned Bingmei belongs to a band of mercenaries employed by a local ruler. Now the nobleman, and collector of rare artifacts,

has entrusted Bingmei and the skilled team with a treacherous assignment: brave the wilderness’s dangers to retrieve the treasures of a lost palace buried in a

glacier valley. But upsetting its tombs has a price.

Echion, emperor of the Grave Kingdom, ruler of darkness, Dragon of Night, has long been entombed. Now Bingmei has unwittingly awakened him and is

answerable to a legendary prophecy. Destroying the dark lord before he reclaims the kingdoms of the living is her inherited mission. Killing Bingmei before she

fulfills it is Echion’s.

Thrust unprepared into the role of savior, urged on by a renegade prince, and possessing a magic that is her destiny, Bingmei knows what she must do. But what

must she risk to honor her ancestors? Bingmei’s fateful choice is one that neither her friends nor her enemies can foretell, as Echion’s dark war for control

unfolds.

Crown of Power (The Hidden Mage Book 4)

Author: Melanie Cellier

Verene is determined to complete her fourth and final year at the Academy, despite her family's opposition to Darius, and his own obstinance about the future of 

their relationship. And Darius needs to graduate in order to claim his throne. But with the threat of Conall looming over them, they must be more than just trainees



if they hope to save both their kingdoms from the coming war—especially since Verene's abilities may be the only thing that can save them all. 

 

If you enjoy strong heroines, fantasy worlds, adventure, intrigue, and clean romance, then try this new adventure in the world of the Spoken Mage series now! 

 

The Hidden Mage reading order: 

 

Crown of Secrets 

Crown of Danger 

Crown of Strength 

Crown of Power 

 

Verene lives in a world of written power—a world turned upside down by the first ever Spoken Mage. If you missed the adventures of her mother, Elena, then

check out the completed Spoken Mage series, starting with Voice of Power.

The Power of Hades: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Hades Trials Book 1)

Author: Eliza Raine

I've been kidnapped by Zeus. Plucked from the streets of Manhattan and frightened half to death by a freaking Olympian god.

And now I'm trapped in the Underworld, being forced to compete in a series of deadly trials for the position of Queen of the Underworld. Which would mean

marrying Hades, the utterly terrifying Lord of the Dead. Who the hell wants a husband at all, let alone one made of smoke and riddled with death?

I have to get back home, to New York and my brother. But I can't leave without completing the trials and they've been designed for a godly Queen,

not Persephone - barista and botanical garden enthusiast.

I'm surrounded by lethal, all-powerful maniacs. Sexy-as-hell maniacs, sure, but as dangerous as they come. And I'm going to have to prove to all of them that

there's a goddess of hell inside me. It's the only way I'll survive the Hades Trials. But then what? And why, why, why am I so desperate to see under Hades

smoky exterior and find out what he's hiding from me?

If I win the trials, I have to marry the devil himself. But losing might mean losing my life.

The Power of Hades is book 1 in the Hades Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and slow-burn soulmate romance! *Contains

swearing and mature themes.*

Spellbreaker

Author: Charlie N. Holmberg

A world of enchanted injustice needs a disenchanting woman in an all-new fantasy series by the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Paper

Magician.

The orphaned Elsie Camden learned as a girl that there were two kinds of wizards in the world: those who pay for the power to cast spells and those, like her,

born with the ability to break them. But as an unlicensed magic user, her gift is a crime. Commissioned by an underground group known as the Cowls, Elsie uses

her spellbreaking to push back against the aristocrats and help the common man. She always did love the tale of Robin Hood.

Elite magic user Bacchus Kelsey is one elusive spell away from his mastership when he catches Elsie breaking an enchantment. To protect her secret, Elsie

strikes a bargain. She’ll help Bacchus fix unruly spells around his estate if he doesn’t turn her in. Working together, Elsie’s trust in—and fondness for—the

handsome stranger grows. So does her trepidation about the rise in the murders of wizards and the theft of the spellbooks their bodies leave behind.

For a rogue spellbreaker like Elsie, there’s so much to learn about her powers, her family, the intriguing Bacchus, and the untold dangers shadowing every step of

a journey she’s destined to complete. But will she uncover the mystery before it’s too late to save everything she loves?

Hell Hounds Don't Heel: A Paranormal Suspense Novel with a Touch of Romance (Valkyrie Bestiary Book 3)

Author: Kim McDougall

Critter wrangler rule 7: Some monsters just have to die.

Someone is plotting to put all gargoyles in jail…or six feet in the ground.

For decades gargoyles have patrolled the night in Montreal Ward. They are dubbed Guardians by the humans and fae who live on the fringes of society, those

who survive in neighborhoods the police don't care about. But when a Guardian is accused of murder, their reputation blackens. 



Mason promised to return from France with the one weapon capable of killing the formidable witch who was reborn from the bloodstone, but no one has heard

from him in months. Now Polina gathers forces. Without Mason or the Guardians, Kyra has no backup as she tries to solve a murder and face off against new and

terrifying monsters…all while caring for her growing menagerie of extraordinary critters. 

A new adventure in the Inbetween, where magic is the only rule of law. Hell Hounds Don’t Heel is the third book in the Valkyrie Bestiary Series.

Freaky Mage (A Mystic Caravan Mystery Book 11)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

The members Mystic Caravan have Georgia on their minds as they land in Savannah … and immediately find trouble.

In a city full of ghosts, Poet Parker expects a few magical things to happen, but when an evil cult sacrifices a young woman on the beach next to their camp,

things take a turn nobody was expecting. Thankfully, she’s not alone for this fight.

Zoe Lake-Winters is considered the most powerful mage in existence. She’s brash, full of herself, and ready for a brawl. When she and her husband bring their

daughter to the circus, Poet is immediately intrigued. She can feel the power rippling off Zoe, and it’s the sort of power that can force a reckoning.

The cult has magic, but it’s not enough to frighten Poet. It’s what they’re protecting that has everybody in a tizzy. It seems there’s a door to another plane, and the

enemy trying to cross over to a world they were driven from is significant.

With Zoe and her mouthy daughter Sami on the prowl, Mystic Caravan is in a tumultuous state. On top of her normal worries, Poet also has to contend with her

boyfriend Kade Denton, who is delighted to have another mage to learn from even as he struggles to trust his new abilities.

Magic is might, and there’s magic bubbling at every corner of Mystic Caravan. That’s a good thing because for the final fight they’re going to need every ounce of

it they can muster.

Worlds are about to collide, and nobody will ever be the same again.

Hunted: A Reverse Harem Shifter Romance (The Feral Souls Trilogy - Book 1)

Author: Erica Woods

The only way to escape is to die.

For eighteen years I’ve suffered at the hands of the Hunters. For eighteen years they’ve done their best to break me, to tear me open and unleash the terrifying

monster that lives within.

Until the day they go too far.

When a desperate escape leads to another brush with death, I’m forced to place my trust in the hands of four formidable strangers. Wild and untamed, their feral

natures call to me, their warrior hearts make mine come alive. And when they offer me a place to stay while I heal, I can’t say no.

But the secrets I carry are deadly, and my past is a twisted, evil nightmare better left forgotten.

They may think they want to know me, they may think the secrets they guard behind hard eyes and closed expressions comes close to the ones I keep. But

should they ever discover just who they’ve let into their home, just what I really am...their hatred could be the one thing that finally breaks me.

And if I break, the darkness inside me will finally be free.

***Author Note***

Hunted is the first book in the Feral Souls Trilogy. It’s a paranormal romance reverse harem intended for readers 18 and over. It features brooding, overprotective

alpha males, a heroine who’s damaged but refusing to break, and a slow burn romance packed with raw emotion and delicious tension. Oh, and did I mention the

hot wolf shifters?

Pick up Hunted to discover this exciting new reverse harem paranormal romance today!

Moon Claimed: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 2)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

The pack of lies continues. 

 

My mother isn’t my mother. 

A werewolf wants me for his one-and-only baby mama 

Oh! And I’m the new leader of a tribe I joined weeks ago. 

 

Messed up doesn’t begin to explain it.



 

I’m more desperate than ever to uncover an explanation for Mum’s mounting betrayals. Because this time, I’m not sure forgiveness is possible. 

 

But the mating meets with Sascha must continue if I want to escape our bond for good. An entire tribe is relying on me to win a centuries-old game against

freakin’ shifters. And at this point, well… I have a few secrets of my own. 

 

Keeping them is the new game. 

 

Would you confess the truth and risk forfeiting the one person you have left? 

 

 

If you can’t get enough of books by Shannon Mayer, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, or just anything paranormal romance, then enter this

supernatural game and prepare to win everything… or lose it all. 

 

This book contains sexual scenes, language, and violence.

Crown of Moonlight (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 2)

Author: K. M. Shea

I thought becoming Queen of the Night Court and marrying the deadliest fae assassin in the supernatural community were the biggest dangers I’d ever face. Hah!

Once I meet the fae monarchs of the other local Courts, I realize the good times are only just beginning! They hate my guts and don’t even bother to use their fae

tricks to hide their disgust of me and my human blood.

At least I know where I stand with them, which is more than I can say for my husband, Rigel.

My relationship with Rigel is…complicated. We married for political reasons—my greatest desire was that he wouldn’t kill me after the ceremony. But now that

he’s saved me from countless attempts on my life and joked with me through boring Court socials, my thoughts about him have veered into uncomfortable

territory.

Not that I have time to think about all of this.

Those attempts on my life I mentioned? Yeah, they’re getting bolder and a lot harder to survive. I’m confident one of the other monarchs is behind it all, but I don’t

have the power to make them stop.

So far, my wits and Rigel’s blades have gotten us through everything. But if something BIG gets dropped on us, will we survive?

Court of Midnight and Deception is an urban fantasy trilogy set in the Magiford Supernatural City universe. It features fae, werewolves, vampires, and wizards!

This complete trilogy is packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin who tried to kill her.

Dragon Conjurer 4

Author: Eric Vall

Being the only male Dragon Conjurer in the world has its perks, and most days, those perks involve gratuitous amounts of fun with my two er... three girlfriends.

But lately, the monsters have been changing their tactics. They’re coordinating, crossing borders, and evolving in ways we never imagined.

And my team and I are on the frontlines of the new age of monster fighting.

Luckily, my powers are only growing, along with my collection of dragons.

Crimson Highlander: An Enemies to Lovers Vampire Romance (Onyx Assassins Book 2)

Author: Samantha Whiskey

She’s my enemy…and my mate. 

 

For two hundred years, I’ve been the second in command to the Vampire King. 

It’s my job to predict threats before they happen…but I never saw her coming. 

 

Valor Moorehouse isn’t just the daughter of our greatest enemy, 

she’s a real pain in the ass, and according to the mark that just appeared—my mate. 

 

My head warns me against her captivating eyes, her sharp tongue, her delectable scent.



But my heart? It demands to protect and claim. 

I’m everything she was raised to hate, and she’s everything I can’t trust. 

 

She wants me to help rescue her cousin, 

but we’re in the middle of an all-out war, and we’re seriously outnumbered. 

Valor’s inside information may be the key to stopping the enemy...if I can trust her. 

And if I can’t… 

I just might be walking into the deadliest trap of my immortal life. 

 

Sink your teeth into the Onyx Assassins, Top Ten Amazon Bestselling Author Samantha Whiskey’s steamy paranormal romance series, filled with sexy alpha

vampires and the women who love them. 

Sin & Magic (Demigods of San Francisco Book 2)

Author: K.F. Breene

I've agreed to work for a Demigod. My job? Find the spirit of his mother and release her before his vengeful father finds out and kills us all.

Have I lost my mind?

Thankfully, I don't have to do it alone. Kieran has brought in help: a Necromancer who loves to flirt with danger. Bria can help me find the clues to free Kieran's

mom.

She can also help me learn my potent and extremely terrifying magic.

But as we work deeper into magical San Francisco, we uncover a minefield waiting to explode. I'm learning that there are far worse things than death.

Thrall of the Vampire King (Blood Fire Saga Book 4)

Author: Bella Klaus

Valentine is a man with two personalities.

One of them is a tyrant and the other is missing.

We’re both trapped in a stronghold of enemies, but the biggest threat to my life comes from Valentine.

He’s feral and out of control, making me hunger for his bite. He’s awakening something in me that’s dark and decadent and utterly beguiling.

If I don’t break free from his thrall, I could lose everything—my sanity, my freedom, and my life.

I must resist his wicked power and escape, even if I have to bargain with the devil.

Thrall of the Vampire King is book four of the Blood Fire Saga.

The Faceless Mage (Legends of Abreia Book 1)

Author: Kenley Davidson

He’ll protect her with his last breath… 

Until she becomes his next target. 

 

Leisa’s ambitions used to be simple. Guard the princess. Hide her magic. Wait for her family to return. 

 

But all of that changes when her king demands that she use her unique abilities to spy on the rival kingdom of Garimore. 

 

Alone, far from home, and living a lie that grows more perilous by the day, Leisa’s task is complicated by her most dangerous enemy yet—the masked assassin 

known only as the Raven. 

 

Everyone in the Five Thrones knows to fear him, but the Raven is not what Leisa expected. As silent as he is lethal, he provokes her curiosity as much as her 

fear, and hides secrets she’s determined to learn. 

 

When her already precarious mission takes a deadly turn, Leisa must evade the Raven himself if she is to succeed. It’s never been done before, but Leisa is



nothing if not stubborn. And if she doesn’t become the first to escape his blade, her entire kingdom will pay the price—in blood. 

 

If you love adventure, mystery, and slow-burn enemies-to-lovers romance, discover the Legends of Abreia, a new romantic fantasy series for fans of Sylvia

Mercedes, Miranda Honfleur and Shari L. Tapscott!

Dead as a Doornail (Sookie Stackhouse Book 5)

Author: Charlaine Harris

Small town cocktail waitress Sookie Stackhouse’s supernatural existence puts her in the line of fire in the fifth novel in the #1 New York Times

bestselling series—the inspiration for the HBO® original series True Blood.

When Sookie Stackhouse sees her brother Jason’s eyes start to change, she knows he’s about to turn into a were-panther for the first time. But her concern

becomes cold fear when a sniper sets his deadly sights on the local changeling population, and Jason’s new panther brethren suspect he may be the shooter.

Now, Sookie has until the next full moon to find out who’s behind the attacks—unless the killer decides to find her first...

Dragon Marked (Supernatural Prison Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

It's time for the dragon marked to rise...

Jessa Lebron doesn’t have a lot to complain about. Her father is the alpha of their wolf pack, she lives in Stratford, a protected supernatural prison town, and her

best friends, the Compass quads, are the strongest dudes of the four races: shifter, vampire, fey, and magic user.

Yep, life is pretty much exactly how she wants it. Until the fateful day, just after her twenty-second birthday, when the mother who abandoned her, returns to the

pack bearing secrets that change everything.

The biggest secret of all: Jessa is dragon marked, a designation that places her in grave danger.

For a thousand years, every supernatural child born with the mark was eliminated to prevent the rise of the dragon king, a fearsome ancient warmonger. In a bid

to learn more about her fate and how to avoid the hunters, Jessa finds herself locked in Vanguard, the notorious supernatural prison. Thankfully she’s not alone.

Braxton Compass, the most feared of the dragon shifters, is right there with her. Together they’ll have to survive long enough to free themselves and the other

dragon marked.

Before the king rises.

*Note from author: this story was previously published by Skyscape. There are no changes to this version.

Luna Rising: Book 1 of the Luna Rising Series (A Paranormal Shifter Romance Series)

Author: Sara Snow

Xavier Blackwood is the man every girl at my college dreams about at night, myself included, but I'd never let anyone know that. 

 

 

Standing at 6'8 with steel grey eyes, he's a walking dream, but he's also a world-renowned jerk. 

 

 

Who would have thought that one night, after dragging myself home after doing double shifts at the diner, I'd be jumped by three men...only to have Xavier come 

to my rescue. 

 

 

Oh yes, Xavier bloody Blackwood saved my life...but the thing I saw, the CREATURE that ripped those men to shreds wasn't the Xavier everyone knows. 

 

 

He wasn't human... 

 

 

He was a wolf, a demon, a creature from myths, and it was the most amazing thing I've ever seen until he attacked me too and knocked me out. 

 

 

Humans that learn about the existence of werewolves have to die. 



 

...There are NO exceptions. 

 

 

The Werewolf Xavier saved me, but now I am condemned to death 

 

 

To make things worse, both Xavier and Axel claim I am their mate 

 

 

...this can't be good. 

Afterlife: Demon King Paranormal Romance (Afterlife Saga Book 1)

Author: Stephanie Hudson

Addictively Dark and Seductively Sexy. Dramatic and full of Suspense that will have you guess at every turn…

Just who is the King of Afterlife?

Keira is new in town and running from her past. A past that haunts her dreams, that is until a new nightmare takes over them…a tall, dark and sexy one.

Her New Boss, Dominic Draven.

Question is, what is the infamous Gothic Nightclub doing in the small town of Evergreen Falls and more importantly, what has its powerful owner got planned for

her?

Because not everything is as it seems and working the VIP section under his watchful eye is only the beginning. That’s because Keira isn’t the only one keeping

secrets and Afterlife isn’t just a nightclub at all…

It’s a place for a Supernatural King to rule.

And this King has sights set firmly on Keira.

The one he has been searching for throughout the ages of time.

His Chosen One…

His Fated Queen.

Afterlife Saga has, Angels, Demons, Vampires, Shifters and much much more.

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a real heroine and a brooding hero, this is for you.

Afterlife is full length (252k) words, is book one in The 12 book Complete Afterlife Saga series, and ends on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to

language and sexual situations.

Do you like J.R. Ward, Christine Feeham, Karen Marie Moning, Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, and Ilona

Andrews you'll feel right at home with this fun and exciting thrill ride.

Rapture (Hades Castle Trilogy Book 2)

Author: C.N. Crawford

The angel of death locked me in one of his castle rooms, surrounded by books and delicious food. Not bad, right? Except for the loneliness, and the lust-fueled

dreams that torment me every night. Specifically, dreams of Samael. And did I mention a psychotic ghost keeps trying to kill me? Because no one else believes

me about that.

Now, I’m desperate to get out of the castle and hunt down the murderous Free Men who led to my imprisonment. Samael wants to destroy them, too. We have

the same goal, but don't trust each other. When distrust shifts into passion, it only makes things more complicated.

Despite what we feel, we’re destined to be enemies. If we can’t rewrite our fates, we will lose each other forever--and one of us will end up dead.

Book two in the trilogy.

Dragon Actually (Dragon Kin Book 1)

Author: G.A. Aiken

A high-flying fantasy “packed with bold adventure and sizzling sensuality”—first in the series by the New York Times bestselling author (RT Book 

Reviews). 



It’s not always easy being a female warrior with a nickname like Annwyl the Bloody. Men tend to either cower in fear—a lot—or else salute. It’s true that Annwyl

has a knack for decapitating legions of her ruthless brother’s soldiers without pausing for breath. But just once it would be nice to be able to really talk to a man,

the way she can talk to Fearghus the Destroyer. 

 

Too bad that Fearghus is a dragon, of the large, scaly, and deadly type. With him, Annwyl feels safe—a far cry from the feelings aroused by the hard-bodied,

arrogant knight Fearghus has arranged to help train her for battle. With her days spent fighting a man who fills her with fierce, heady desire, and her nights spent

in the company of a magical creature who could smite a village just by exhaling, Annwyl is sure life couldn't get any stranger. 

 

She’s wrong . . .  

 

And just wait until you meet the rest of the family . . .  

 

Praise for the Dragon Kin Series  

 

“Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) 

 

“A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy 

 

“Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author

Midnight Kisses (Shifter Island Book 1)

Author: Leia Stone

Nai expected the summons to Alpha Academy...but not this year.

She’s trained her entire life to lead her pack, and the elite school is where she’ll receive the elemental magic that distinguishes her as an alpha heir.

But the four sexy guards sent to escort Nai are not only early—they’re her sworn enemies. Then when she arrives at Alpha Academy, the Alpha King is not happy

to see her.

And if that isn’t enough...

Mysterious magical marks pop up on her skin, outcast shifters keep attacking the school, and someone is trying to kill her.

There is no way things could get worse. No way.

Until she meets her fated mate at a masquerade party…

He’s sexy as sin.

An Alpha Heir.

And completely and totally forbidden.

If you love YA fantasy, wolf-shifters, and enemies-to-lovers romance, get ready for a pulse-pounding story that will keep you riveted until the very last word.

*Author note: This book is not reverse harem (RH)

Magic Forged (Hall of Blood and Mercy Book 1)

Author: K. M. Shea

I'm one scrappy wizard. 

As someone with barely a flicker of magic, I've spent my life being mocked and surviving fights with bullies. But when my parents die in an accident, and I find 

myself responsible for our whole wizard house and family, I know my usual tactics aren't going to cut it. 

 

The situation veers from bad to catastrophic when my backstabbing cousin stages a coup and takes my family hostage. 

 

I barely manage to flee, but the only supernatural willing to help me is Killian Drake--the most feared vampire in the region, and a far more deadly villain than the 

jerk threatening my family. 

 

Is Killian sexy and charismatic? Heck yeah. 

 

He's also so powerful that my flight or fight instincts kick in every time our eyes meet. And he's definitely using me as his personal magic detector in his feud 

against the local fae. 

 

But Killian is also the first person to believe I might have more than just a scrap of magic. And if I can convince him to train me, I might get strong enough to free 

my family and get my house back.



 

I'm not sure what happens when a scrappy wizard is taught how to fight by a hall of deadly vampires, but I'm about to find out. 

 

Magic Forged is the first book in the Hall of Blood and Mercy trilogy, which takes place in the Magiford Supernatural City universe and features vampires, wizards,

fae, and werewolves! This trilogy is packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a vertically challenged wizard and the most lethal

vampire in town.

Dragon Mage: An Epic Fantasy Adventure (Rivenworld Book 1)

Author: ML Spencer

Aram Raythe has the power to challenge the gods. He just doesn't know it yet.

Aram thinks he’s nothing but a misfit from a small fishing village in a dark corner of the world. As far as Aram knows, he has nothing, with hardly a possession to

his name other than a desire to make friends and be accepted by those around him, which is something he’s never known. But Aram is more.

Much, much more.

Unknown to him, Aram bears within him a gift so old and rare that many people would kill him for it, and there are others who would twist him to use for their own

sinister purposes. These magics are so potent that Aram earns a place at an academy for warrior mages training to earn for themselves the greatest place of

honor among the armies of men: dragon riders.

Aram will have to fight for respect by becoming not just a dragon rider, but a Champion, the caliber of mage that hasn’t existed in the world for hundreds of years.

And the land needs a Champion. Because when a dark god out of ancient myth arises to threaten the world of magic, it is Aram the world will turn to in its hour of

need.

Edited by Sarah Chorn

Midlife Magic: Paranormal Women's Fantasy (Not Too Late Book 1)

Author: Victoria Danann

"Enthralled!"- Novel After Thoughts 

 

"The best thing I've read in years." - the Paranormal Romantic 

 

If you can imagine yourself as a romantic and adventurous woman in midlife, who's come into her power, ready to meet happy accidents head on, this book is for 

you! 

 

"This book hits all the notes."- Cynseer Booklover Blog 

 

Amazon customers call this series... 

 

"utter perfection" 

 

"a breath of fresh air" 

 

"too much fun" 

 

"best in the genre" 

 

and more. 

 

 

FOR ALL THE EVERYDAY HEROINES OVER FORTY WHO KNOW IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR MAGIC! 

 

The day after my forty-third birthday, my husband announced he was trading me in. His words, not mine. The news was unwelcome at the time, but honestly? I 

needed a good goosing to get up and find my way to the door. 

 

So. I was freed from the manual of expectations authored by my ex that had, over the years, grown into an encyclopedia of what a wife "should" be and do. The 

freedom was the good news. The flip side was less happy. Due to living in a state not friendly to discarded wives, I was also relieved of the financial 'security' I'd 

spent a lifetime accruing. 

 

Starting over? I didn't plan on it. Didn't see it coming. But pulling a sheet over my head and waiting for the end didn't seem like my style. Granted. I wasn't sure 

what my style was because I hadn't thought about freedom of expression since I was twenty. 



I'd never been a fan of optimistic adages like 'it's not too late', but that was before my life was divided into two parts; everything that came before the mysterious

package and everything after. Fate shot me with a lightning bolt of attitude adjustment and thrust me head first into an adventure that was unforeseeable to say

the least. If you'd told me what my life was going to be like, I would have used every synonym for crazy you've ever heard. 

 

I 'inherited' a curious antique store in a tiny, picturesque English village where the world of fae magic lives side by side with the mundane. But that's far from all.

Eight times a year, I receive magical dignitaries and magical lowborn alike and mediate their disputes; some comical, some deadly serious. 

 

It may be too late for super shiny hair, going without a bra, or sleeping eight hours without a potty break. But it seems that it's not too late for navigating magical

politics, expatriating, romance, and saving the world. 

 

Perfect for fans of everyday heroines over forty.

Gild (The Plated Prisoner Series Book 1)

Author: Raven Kennedy

By bestselling author Raven Kennedy, comes the first book in a stunning new fantasy series, perfect for fans of Sarah J Maas and Jennifer L

Armentrout.

The fae abandoned this world to us. And the ones with power rule.

Gold.

Gold floors, gold walls, gold furniture, gold clothes. In Highbell, in the castle built into the frozen mountains, everything is made of gold.

Even me.

King Midas rescued me. Dug me out of the slums and placed me on a pedestal. I’m called his precious. His favored. I’m the woman he Gold-Touched to show

everyone that I belong to him. To show how powerful he is. He gave me protection, and I gave him my heart. And even though I don’t leave the confines of the

palace, I’m safe.

Until war comes to the kingdom and a deal is struck.

Suddenly, my trust is broken. My love is challenged. And I realize that everything I thought I knew about Midas might be wrong.

Because these bars I’m kept in, no matter how gilded, are still just a cage. But the monsters on the other side might make me wish I’d never left.

The myth of King Midas reimagined. This compelling adult fantasy series is as addictive as it is unexpected. With romance, intrigue, and danger, the

gilded world of Orea will grip you from the very first page.

Please Note: This book contains explicit content and darker elements, including mature language, violence, and non-consensual sex. It is not intended for anyone

under 18 years of age. This is book one in a series.

Infernal (The Shadow Guild: Hades & Persephone Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

Hades never saw me coming...

Tuesday night in the library started out normal--alone with cheap beer and a murder mystery. Partying, librarian style. Until the god Hades appears.

When he abducts me, I try to say he's got the wrong girl--I'm no goddess. At least, I don't think so.

Suddenly, I'm in his world, captive. The upside? I live in a castle with a lethally beautiful god who wants to make me a queen. The downside? He's scary AF and

also wants me to help him destroy the world.

Obviously that gets a big 'no' from me. I'll do whatever it takes to escape, including seducing the god of death. But together, we're an inferno, and the heat is

impossible to resist. His touch fogs my mind, but I must succeed. Otherwise, everyone dies.

Her Dragon Protector: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Black Claw Dragons Book 2)

Author: Roxie Ray

Can I really trust a dragon with my heart?



When I show up in Black Claw with bruises on my face and a split lip, I’m not looking for another man - I’ve made enough bad choices in that department. I’m

ready to lie low with my best friend and pray to god that my ex doesn’t come to find me.

But Axel isn’t like any of the guys I’ve been drawn to before.

I’m not ready for a new relationship. I know that. But Axel sneaks inside my heart before I’ve even realized he’s there, and his touch sets my body alight with

desire. But still... there’s something off about him. And when I find out his secret, I’m not sure I can stand the heat.

If my human ex was terrible, could a dragon be any better? He says it’s fate. Still...I’m scared to risk my heart again. But when danger comes knocking, I know

Axel’s the one I need to protect me.

While Her Dragon Protector can definitely be read as a stand alone novel, this hot dragon shifter paranormal romance is best read as second in its series!

Captive of Wolves (Bound to the Fae Book 1)

Author: Eva Chase

She has survived inhuman horrors. They will protect her at all costs. But can they save her from the monsters within them?

For years, the monsters who killed my family have held me in a cage. Brutalized and half-starved. Only kept alive so they can steal my blood.

Until one evening when four eerily gorgeous men break me out of my prison.

They offer me a safe haven under their protection. A soft bed, delicious food, and all I need to heal. I'm not used to this kindness—or the desires their smoldering

eyes and strong hands stir in my body and my heart.

But these fearsome men aren't really men. Like my captors, they're fae who can shift into wolves. A curse gripping the faerie realm turns them wild under the full

moon, and only my blood can cure their rage.

As long as I'm a prize more than a person, how can I trust their kindness?

I've survived this long without giving up. Somehow this damaged human girl will hold her own among the savage wolves.

*Captive of Wolves is the first in a new paranormal romance series featuring possessive wolf shifters, dangerous fae politics, and a wounded heroine finding her

strength. Grab it now and get swept away in the fantasy!*

Note: The story contains scenes of physical abuse and emotional trauma dealt by the villains but no sexual violence. All intimate moments are consensual, and

there is no abuse from the love interests.

Soul of the Vampire King (Blood Fire Saga Book 3)

Author: Bella Klaus

How can you mend a stolen heart?

The worst happened, and all I have left of the man I love is his unbeating heart. How am I going to save Valentine when I’m also trapped?

Enemies surround us both, and I don’t know who to trust. I must unlock my power, restore Valentine, and destroy those who are keeping us apart.

If I fail, I will lose Valentine forever.

Soul of the Vampire King is book three of the Blood Fire Saga.

The Awakening: The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1

Author: Nora Roberts

#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and magick in The Awakening. 

 

In the realm of Talamh, a teenage warrior named Keegan emerges from a lake holding a sword—representing both power and the terrifying responsibility to 

protect the Fey. In another realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just discovered she possesses a treasure of her own… 

 

When Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories of magical places. Now she’s an anxious twentysomething mired in student debt and working a job



she hates. But one day she stumbles upon a shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an investment account in her name. It has been funded by her

long-lost father—and it’s worth nearly four million dollars. 

 

This newfound fortune would be life-changing for anyone. But little does Breen know that when she uses some of the money to journey to Ireland, it will unlock

mysteries she couldn’t have imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she imagined his voice in her

head saying Come home, Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home. Why she dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny lies—through a portal in Galway

that takes her to a land of faeries and mermaids, to a man named Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart that will guide her through a powerful, dangerous

destiny…

The Conjurer (The Vine Witch Book 3)

Author: Luanne G. Smith

A beguiling novel of revenge, deliverance, and a powerful sisterhood of magic by the Washington Post bestselling author of The Vine Witch and The

Glamourist.

Sidra didn’t murder her husband. Yet even a jinni can’t wish away a wrongful imprisonment. Determined to prove her innocence, she returns to her adopted

home—a French village renowned for its perfume witches—with her friends Elena and Yvette by her side. Here is where Sidra’s true destiny awaits, but danger

also lurks in the village’s narrow lanes.

On her trail is Jamra, another jinni, who’s after more than revenge for the murder of his brother. He also seeks vengeance for the indignities inflicted on jinn by

mortals over the centuries. When he learns of an ancient relic capable of unleashing chaos on the world, and that the weapon is in the hands of his murderous

sister-in-law, he vows to destroy Sidra to get it.

Relying on a sisterhood of magic, a mysteriously faithful dog, and a second-rate sorcerer, Sidra defends herself using the village’s greatest asset: its perfume. It’s

as beguiling a lure as it is a formidable shield. But is it enough for Sidra to protect herself and those she loves from powers yet to be released?

Wolves' Queen (The Royal Heir Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

I had only one motto and it was to stay hidden and survive.

My future was set until a perfectly orchestrated accident killed my parents. Their close guards managed to pull me from the debris and allowed me to escape.

Fast forward twelve years and I'm finally heading to college as a human. When I think back on my past life, my heart broke all over again. Even though the throne

was mine, it was the last thing I ever wanted. I was fine on my own until he changed everything.

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll be

sucked into this royal paranormal romance.

Scroll up and one click WOLVES' QUEEN today. 

The Immortal Words (The Grave Kingdom Book 3)

Author: Jeff Wheeler

To defeat an immortal evil, a young warrior must enter the land of the dead in the spellbinding conclusion to Wall Street Journal bestselling author

Jeff Wheeler’s epic Grave Kingdom trilogy.

As kingdoms fall, brave young warrior Bingmei fights to fulfill a prophecy and save what’s left of the world from the coming darkness. Should she fail, Echion, the

diabolical Dragon of Night, and his queen will hold sway over the next thousand years. With Echion comes his unstoppable army of dragons—powerful, vengeful,

and under his control.

Accompanied by her loyal friend Quion, Bingmei journeys toward her last hope. It lies among the savage beasts just beyond the ancient Death Wall—an

uninhabited realm from which no one has ever returned alive. Bingmei’s mission is to find the phoenix shrine and learn the Immortal Words that will allow her to

harness eternal magic. With Echion and his legions in pursuit, Bingmei must choose her words wisely to break Echion’s spell and accept her fate.

Bingmei knows what she must do. She must join the ranks of the dead as well. For a fearless and selfless warrior, it’s the ultimate sacrifice. But Bingmei is about

to discover that even in death, the greatest sacrifices are yet to come.

Dune



Author: Frank Herbert

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Josh Brolin, Jason Momoa, Zendaya, Rebecca

Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Javier Bardem, Dave Bautista, Stellan Skarsgård, and Charlotte Rampling.

Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time.

Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of

value is the “spice” melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the known universe, melange is a prize worth killing

for....

When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s family will set the boy on a journey toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And

as he evolves into the mysterious man known as Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. 

A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the Hugo Award, and formed the basis of

what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.

Outlander: A Novel (Outlander, Book 1)

Author: Diana Gabaldon

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ ORIGINAL SERIES 

Unrivaled storytelling. Unforgettable characters. Rich historical detail. These are the hallmarks of Diana Gabaldon’s work. Her New York Times bestselling

Outlander novels have earned the praise of critics and captured the hearts of millions of fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing two remarkable

characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding novel of passion and history that combines exhilarating adventure with a love story for

the ages.

One of the top ten best-loved novels in America, as seen on PBS’s The Great American Read!

Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back from the war and reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when

she walks through a standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by

war and raiding clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743.

Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and may shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her

only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between

two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives.

This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the following additional content:

• An excerpt from Diana Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in the Outlander series 

• An interview with Diana Gabaldon 

• An Outlander reader’s guide

Praise for Outlander

“Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle

“History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News

Sin & Salvation (Demigods of San Francisco Book 3)

Author: K.F. Breene

An Amazon Charts, Washington Post and Top 5 Amazon Store bestseller!

Valens has noticed his two missing employees. It won't be long before he knows who is responsible.

It won't be long before he claims his vengeance.

The race is on. Kieran and Lexi must scrape together an army worthy of taking on the Demigod of San Francisco before he destroys them all.

But Valens isn't Lexi's only problem. Mordecai's rapid recovery has been noticed, and he has once again become a threat to his old pack.

Lexi's little family is in jeopardy of being torn apart, and to save them...she must finally embrace what she is.



Savage: Nate Temple Series Book 15

Author: Shayne Silvers

Boys want attention. Men want respect. Legends just don’t care…

Nate Temple is finally taking some time off to appreciate the finer things in life…like his new Valkyrie, Kára. But their weeks of romance come to a swift end and

lethal end when assassins invade the sanctity of Chateau Falco.

Not only that, but Nate finds himself neck-deep in politics when he is framed for murdering one of the most notorious Academy Justices to ever walk the Earth,

and the legendary suits of magical armor belonging to Camelot are suddenly up for grabs.

New faces—both good and bad—step into the game, and Nate soon finds himself at the center of a vortex of chaos leading to war in Camelot with the Fae

Queens, on Earth with the Academy wizards, and potentially in Asgard with the Norse pantheon.

The more chaotic things get, the more certain Nate becomes that the Masters are finally starting to make their moves out in the open, no longer content to hide in

the shadows. They want to force Nate to act…

And they might not live to regret his decision to agree.

Because only a savage beast of a man could believe that personally kicking off the wars—all at the same time—is the safest course of action. Will he reconsider

the wisdom of that decision when it finally brings him face-to-face with one of the Masters—the very person behind all the chaos in the first place?

Especially when he learns that this chaos is only the opening move in their grand game of death, and that his foe has been practicing for many, many years for

this precise moment. The chance to defeat Nate Temple, once and for all.

Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a thunderbolt.—Sun Tzu

If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael Anderle, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you won't be

able to put down the worldwide bestselling Nate Temple Series, or anything else in the Temple Verse.

“Shayne Silvers, Jim Butcher, and Kevin Hearne are easily my favorite Urban Fantasy Authors. In that order.” — Michael Anderle, Amazon Top 25 Bestselling

Author

More than 2m copies downloaded and thousands of five-star reviews. Available in digital, print, and audiobook formats.

What Amazon readers are saying:

★★★★★ ‘His foul-mouthed unicorn murders rainbows!’

★★★★★ ‘Move over Dresden!’

★★★★★ ‘The Temple Verse HAS to be picked up by Netflix soon.’

★★★★★ ‘Silvers could write a grocery list on a dirty napkin and make it an international bestseller.’

★★★★★ ‘I went from crying my eyes out to laughing uncontrollably, repeatedly.’

★★★★★ ‘It’s like the characters walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and bought me a drink.’

★★★★★ ‘I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story fresh and exciting.’

★★★★★ ‘I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne has proven me wrong. Every time.’

★★★★★ ‘Best books I’ve read in thirty years.’

★★★★★ ‘His intense actions scenes let you see the fangs and claws, hear the gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.’

★★★★★ ‘Everything you thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies and gods is flat wrong.’

★★★★★ ‘Publishers who didn’t snap up this series are missing out on a gold mine.’



Silvers has pleasured over two million readers with the Temple Universe. Now it's your turn for a little pleasuring...

The Lord of the Rings: One Volume

Author: J.R.R. Tolkien

All three parts of the epic masterpiece The Lord of the Rings – The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers & The Return of the King – available as

one download, featuring the definitive edition of the text, hyperlinked footnotes and page references, and 3 maps including a detailed map of

Middle-earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of Power – the means by which he intends to rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion is

the One Ring – the ring that rules them all – which has fallen into the hands of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins.

In a sleepy village in the Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense task, as the Ring is entrusted to his care. He must leave his home and

make a perilous journey across the realms of Middle-earth to the Crack of Doom, deep inside the territories of the Dark Lord. There he must destroy the Ring

forever and foil the Dark Lord in his evil purpose.

Since it was first published in 1954, ‘The Lord of the Rings’ has been a book people have treasured. Steeped in unrivalled magic and otherworldliness, its

sweeping fantasy has touched the hearts of young and old alike.
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